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This month's news is a joyous and easy write due to a significant event in the TCRM Corporate World.What is
this event you may ask, is it Alan Partridge's new TV Program? No, not as good as the original I riposte. Is it
the excitement of Wimbledon? No , merely a ripple in the path of life. Is it that game being played on TV,
what do they call it nil nil /penalties? No not a murmur. Must stop, this could go on for hours but I think I have
made my point.So what is it, wait for it, (please regard this as a Masterchef/Chris Tarrant thirty second pause -
bet you cheated) the impending marriage of Gareth (transformers are a health snack) Boucher and Dana (this
cake needs more butter/calories) Greve (insert trumpet fanfare in your mind here). Ok it does mean that this
week's news has not been spell/grammar checked and the rest of the team are working twice as hard but yes
we are all very happy for them. We managed to launch the new Europacolon site, Rainbow images as well as
complete Peter Simmons, Harris Safety and three others, it seems we have done loads whilst Gareth has been
off, hmmm...... All the best for the future.Since I met Gareth first when he was a teenager it seems a good way
to link to a radio program I heard yesterday. I am a great fan of Mitchell and Webb. Robert Webb has just
done a Radio 4 programme called "My Teenage Diaries", if you want to smile this morning have a listen to the
show on BBC iplayer.Have a great month I know we are going to.
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